FAMILY LEAVE FOR AAUP FACULTY AT URI

Useful Links:
NSF ADVANCE Project: www.uri.edu/advance
Human Resources: www.uri.edu/human_resources
URI Work-Life Center: www.uri.edu/wfc
RI Family Medical Leave Act: http://www.nccp.org/state_detail_RI_policy_29.html
URI President’s Commission on the Status of Women: http://www.uri.edu/uriwomen/

For more information on “bias avoidance” see:

This is an informational brochure. It includes provisions for parental leave for those faculty members covered under the AAUP contract. These provisions include the paid parental leave and reduced workload options indicated in the 2004-2207 AAUP contract, as well as other practices, clarifications and further suggestions as intended by the philosophical framework of this policy and the overall goal of the university to create a family friendly environment. Also included here are suggestions for administrators, faculty seeking parental leave, and their colleagues.

Brochure, Philosophy and Guidelines Offered by:
NSF- ADVANCE Program (NSF SBE 0245039)
The President’s Commission on the Status of Women
American Association of University Professors
Today, the intersection of work, family, and life responsibilities provides challenges for many workers. Family demands, including children and aging parents, are impacting the work lives of an increasingly diverse workforce. Research shows that workplaces thrive and remain competitive when they respect and are responsive to the complex life and family needs of their workers.

URI is committed to providing a workplace that respects the needs of its employees. It is therefore with great pleasure that we present the URI faculty community with the AAUP Family Leave provisions. These provisions, which include a new paid leave for both mothers and fathers and tenure stops, as well as flexible working arrangements when possible, is in stride with best practices adopted by leading universities across the nation. It is expected that implementation of these provisions be done in good faith and without prejudice.

This important step forward for URI is the culmination of a successful collaboration among the President’s Commission on the Status of Women, the NSF ADVANCE Program, the American Association of University Professors, and the URI Administration. We hope to continue this partnership as we work to provide more initiatives that enable URI to be an excellent place to work.

“*The need for qualified people forces companies to rethink their recruitment efforts, productivity incentives, benefit plans, work schedules and work processes, most of which were designed for a different generation of workers with different lifestyles and working conditions*”  
(When Work Works, Families and Work Institute)

Article 21.6.1). Normally the unpaid leave does not exceed a total of six months, but an additional six months can be granted if approved by the President. Employee health benefits are maintained for duration of this leave. Unpaid leave may be extended beyond one year in unusual circumstances. Employees must pay for health benefits for leaves beyond one year.

**Part-Time Active Service with Reduced Workload:**
As specified by the AAUP contract (Article 21.6.3), full-time faculty making use of Parental or Family Leave “may request a Reduced Workload with a commensurate reduction in salary. Such reduced workload will not normally extend beyond one year. For the first year, if the workload is at least half-time, health benefits shall be continued at the employer’s expense. No health benefits shall be granted if the workload is less than one-half or more than one year.” Requests for Reduced Workloads may be granted for more than one partner at a time, if both partners are covered by the AAUP contract, either concurrently or sequentially.

**Tenure Probationary Period for Tenure-Track Faculty:**
Upon request of the faculty member, parental leave may result in a temporary “stop” on the tenure clock. As specified in the AAUP contract (Article 19.2), it is understood that when a faculty member is on any leave as outlined in the contract under Article XXI (“Leaves”) or has not worked for a complete and/or consecutive academic year then that year will not count as full-time service and the tenure clock may be extended.
Guidelines for Administrators

Remember the “big picture” – recognize that meeting the work-life balance needs of faculty creates a sustainable workforce. The following are some suggestions to help you and your department meet these needs, and assist with the provisions included in the AAUP contract.

Consider

- Scheduling meeting times to accommodate family life
- Encouraging and modeling open discussion about family issues
- Creating opportunities to include family in some social events.

Make the provisions visible – once you are familiar with the specifics of the provisions, assist faculty to learn about them.

- Disseminate widely and proactively. Include on college and department websites.
- Make provisions an agenda item at chairs’ councils and faculty meetings
- Distribute this brochure to all faculty, including prospective faculty.

Full-Time Active Service With Modified Duties:

A period of full-time Active Service with Modified Duties may be requested to meet a myriad of family challenges (similar to that provided for faculty returning from a disability, AAUP Article 21.3.1). The terms and conditions of the modified duties shall be discussed between the employee and the Department Chair in consultation with the College Dean. It may be helpful to include department colleagues in these discussions, as appropriate.

Examples of modified duties: any combination of curricular initiatives, special research projects, or outreach activities.
PARENTAL & FAMILY LEAVE PROVISIONS
as outlined in the 2004-2007 URI AAUP Contract

General Definitions

Definition of “domestic partner:” an individual who is at least 18 years of age, has shared a common residence with the employee for a period of at least one year and intends to reside indefinitely with the employee; the partner and the employee are not married to anyone, they share a mutually exclusive, enduring relationship, and the partner and the employee consider themselves life partners, share joint responsibility for their common welfare and are financially interdependent.

Paid Parental Leave:

As specified by the AAUP contract (Article 21.6.2), women and men “faculty members with one year or more of service shall be granted six (6) weeks of paid parental leave at the birth of a child or the placement of an adopted child under the age of twelve (12) years. Faculty members should provide at least one month’s notice prior to the start of the leave to their Department Chair, whenever possible. When additional time is needed beyond the 6 weeks because of medical reasons, that time may be charged to sick leave, with proper medical documentation.” Faculty may also utilize paid accumulative sick leave for purposes related to family illness (AAUP Article 21.3).

Unpaid Parental and Family Leave with No Interruption in Benefits:

Beyond the 13 weeks provided for by law (Rhode Island Parental and Family Medical Leave Act), the employee is eligible for additional unpaid parental and/or family leave upon written request (AAUP

PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK

We envision family friendly policies as a means to bring about social change, not as a reflection of outdated cultural expectations. Several guiding principles inform these provisions.

• Our policies recognize that the economy depends on families to perform essential unpaid work: to bear and raise the next generation of workers, and to support and nurture present and past workers. Thus, work and family are inextricably interconnected, and one cannot function without the other.

• Our policies create family leave strategies that are designed to help families make non-gendered choices about family care. Thus, they do not reinforce the cultural idea that women are (or should be) “natural” caregivers. Research evidence is clear on three points: children are well-served when they are cared for in families with shared nurturance responsibility; fathers want to be more involved in family life, but feel constrained by work expectations; and when families make gendered choices about family care, women are much less likely to succeed in even the most family-friendly work environment. The intent of our policies is to make the same accommodations available and acceptable for both men and women.

• The goal is to replace medical models of family leave that view family caregiving needs as emergencies with models that view family leave of all types as part of a flexible workplace that recognizes the importance of family caregiving to a sustainable economy.

• A concerted educational component must be an essential piece of our policies; to best disseminate information about policies and benefits, to change discriminatory norms, and to facilitate uniform and fair implementation across disciplines and colleges.

Family leave provisions are a necessary but not sufficient step in the ultimate goal of creating a family-friendly work environment. Changing personal attitudes and interactional expectations are also required, and require special attention beyond policy change.
Embrace the intent of the provisions – the following suggestions help you communicate parental and family leave as a routine and expected part of meeting the life-course needs of faculty. Ensure that faculty are confident that they can take a leave without fear of negative consequences.

- Meet parental and other family leave requests positively and with flexibility
- Make the transition out and back as smooth as possible.
- Remember that a leave cannot impact workload upon return

Create a “culture of coverage” – promote the idea that all faculty will have needs outside the workplace, and engage in proactive conversations about how best to work together to accommodate those needs when they arise.

- Use every opportunity to discuss current and future needs concerning the policy in the department and college
- Reward and/or reinforce cooperation and helpfulness.

TO ADMINISTRATORS: A NOTE ON BIAS AVOIDANCE

According to a recent study (Drago, et al, 2005) bias avoidance refers to the strategies that faculty members adopt to avoid being perceived as choosing family over work. This bias avoidance is particularly salient in academia where there is a norm of long hours and a culture that assumes that family life is at odds to the demands of being a productive faculty member. Many faculty (particularly women) engage in strategies that hide family commitments such as delaying childbirth, having fewer children than they would like, and not asking for family related needs. Please do your part in helping to reduce this bias avoidance by modeling work/family balance and by supporting colleagues and family friendly policies.
1. What kind of leave might you be interested in taking?
   - If you interested in taking paid parental leave, you must have been employed at URI for at least one year upon the arrival of your child. If this occurs in the summer and you are on a 9-month contract, you may not be eligible to receive the full 6 weeks of paid leave (Article 21.6.2).
   - If you choose to take additional time after the paid leave, you may use accumulated sick leave with medical documentation, and/or make use of the unpaid leave options (health benefits are provided up to one year) (Article 21.3; Article 21.6; 21.6.1).
   - Using parental or other family leave for work or career-related purposes is considered a violation of University policy.

2. Who to tell?
   - It may be helpful to confide in a trusted peer for support.
   - Tell your department chair first. Work with your chair to tell the Dean and Human Resources, or other appropriate parties.

3. What to tell?
   - Present the situation professionally and confidently. Do not be apologetic or try to diminish your needs as a caregiver.
   - Develop 2-3 scenarios to suggest for class coverage, service responsibilities, grant activities, and strategies for staying on track, etc.
   - Discuss your potential plans for your leave, including type and length of leave, and engage in planning for possible work modifications.

4. When to tell?
   - First keep in mind what is best for you, and try to balance that with the department's needs.
   - While one month's lead time is required, try to give as much lead time as you can in order to facilitate effective department planning.

What kinds of impacts will your leave have?
   - Your leave should have no impact on your return to work. You should not be expected to make up the work you've missed. You should be expected to resume your contractual duties upon your return (Article 21.8).
   - You may be entitled to request other workload modifications and a tenure clock extension (Article 21.6.3; Article 19.2).

Guidelines for Faculty Seeking to Use Family Leave

TO FACULTY: A NOTE ON BIAS AVOIDANCE

In the past, caretaking responsibilities were not highly valued in the workplace, prompting some workers to use strategies to hide those activities in order to avoid negative evaluations. Engaging in these bias avoidance strategies has been particularly true of women workers (Drago, et al, 2005). Today, however, emphasis is being increasingly placed on achieving a balance between work and personal/family life. Avoid the tendency to engage in behaviors that hide or diminish your family needs and responsibilities. Find a role model who effectively balances work and life, who demonstrates professional competence while openly and confidently attending to personal and/or family needs. Remind yourself that all faculty and administrators have these responsibilities, and help create an environment where those needs are respected and satisfied.

“Women with access to paid leave were found to work later into pregnancy, to be less likely to work during the birth month, and to start work sooner once the infant was at least 2 months old” (Joesch, 1997)